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Abstract. The advancement in science and technological activities yielded disruptive results in nature. However, for a certain period human beings had lived unaware about their damage on nature. Afterwards the detriment of human on environment unconsidered initially because of environment renewability feature, even it was thought that the environment would eradicate the impurity. In time, increasing of harm on environment with every aspect was more and more than renewability capacity of environment therefore the environment started to deterioration and pollution rapidly. Main reasons of environment pollution are irregular and rapid industry, urbanization, organic and inorganic wastes that left in environment, unintended usage of agricultural lands and wrong agricultural applications. Erroneous using of pesticides and chemical fertilizers, irrigation, tillage, plant hormone applications are some of the wrong applications. Also stubble burning, planting without rotation and inappropriate animal wastes are assumed as mistakes.
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1. Introduction

Human have been benefit from nature since existence. It cannot be said that the relations between human and nature was in negative direction initially. Human really organized to local areas while they were dealing with agricultural activities, and for a long time they applied the agricultural technical without corruption to the balance of the nature. As the results of science and technology like various activities, methods, and their results acquired nature disruption attributes. For a certain period human being had lived unaware about their damage on nature. Afterwards the detriment of human on environment unconsidered initially because of environment renewability feature, even it was thought that the environment would eradicate the impurity. In time, increasing of harm on environment with every aspect was more and more than renewability capacity of environment therefore the environment started to deterioration rapidly. On the other, pollution and corruption that occurs owing to common activities of human effected quantity and quality of agricultural production, and these interactions made an important discussion subject that called as agriculture-environment relationships [1]. There are many of plants that used to medical purposes. Matricaria recutita L. is a well-known medicinal plant species that used in several medicinal preparations and its essential oil. It was reported that agricultural practices impact sesquiterpenic compounds of the of M. recutita L. [2]. Animals also benefit from nature and again they effect to human directly or indirectly. It has been reported that amongst all the parameters used to assess the quality of hay, fungal diversity and the production of breathable dust were the most sensitive parameters to agricultural practices and climatic factors [3].

As environmental conditions effect to agricultural practices, agricultural practices also have effects on environment. Namely; agriculture affects to global flowing of greenhouse gases. The main reason for the destruction of forest land is to obtain agricultural land. As a result of agricultural land obtaining, greenhouse gases are created at the same time. These greenhouse gases Show the second major negative impact after the negative effects of greenhouse gases which created by the using of the fossil fuels. Forests collect carbon 20 or 40 times more than agricultural lands and most of the carbon is released into atmosphere when forests has been destroyed to open agricultural land [4].
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Methane gas can also occur sometimes in agriculture. Paddy cultivation worldwide is responsible for 40% of global methane emission. High microbial decay of organic materials emits methane into the atmosphere where rice grows in low-oxygen environment. Ruminant livestock bring 15% of global methane emission. These animals digest the cellulose and release methane gas into the air. N\(_2\)O which is another greenhouse gas is closely related to agriculture. A part of nitrogen released into the soil turn in N\(_2\)O and released into the atmosphere as a result of nitrogen fertilizer application. Nitrogen fertilizers led to \%0.1 - \%1.5 of the natural N\(_2\)O oscillation. Different application in agriculture is affecting the spread of greenhouse gases. Fossil fuels are used more in areas of intensive agriculture [5].

2. Effects of Agricultural Practices on Environment

2.1. Negative effects of agricultural applications

Environmental described as external medium where human, animals and plants triple live together. Environment consists from two pieces that human hand made and natural environmental. Environment pollution occurred by irregular urbanization and unconscious industry and applications. Also the balance between human and the natural environment where human live breaks [6]. Main reasons of environment pollution are irregular and rapid industry, urbanization, organic and inorganic wastes that left in environment, unintended usage of agricultural lands and wrong agricultural applications. Erroneous using of pesticides and chemical fertilizers, irrigation, tillage, plant hormone applications are some of the wrong applications. Also stubble burning, planting without rotation and inappropriate animal wastes are assumed as mistakes [7]. Evaluating the effects of best management practices (BMPs) in agricultural watersheds is often complicated by significant temporal variability in weather and hydrologic conditions [8]. BMPs are increasingly being used by decision makers to reduce agricultural non-point source pollution while improving productivity for the farmers [9]. There is a need to consider local level policies and practice, informed by a combination of participatory approaches and sound science at an appropriate scale [10].

2.1.1. Pesticide usage

Pesticides that are used to elimination of harmful insects, microorganisms and other pests which they mixing with soil, water, air and food, they cause to problems on the agricultural foods and affect both human health and natural balance so finally they become an environment problem. Pesticide runoff is an important contributor to surface-water contamination [11]. A pesticide that specialized on a harmful doesn’t kill only target, it also kills many harmless organisms. Modeling stream water pollution by herbicides in agricultural areas is a critical issue since numerous and incompletely known processes are involved [12]. It has reported that alternative implementation designs combining the use of herbaceous riparian buffers with other practices capable of altering nutrient and pesticide loads, riparian hydrology, and in stream habitat are needed [13]. Additionally fields, streams, lakes, ground water and sea converted to a kind of poison storage in time [14]. There are hundreds of pesticides that are used in the world. According to WHO’s classification, 33 pesticides are very dangerous, 48 of them are quite dangerous, 118 of them are moderately dangerous and 239 of them are less dangerous of totally 700 mostly used pesticides. A 75% rate of pesticide usage belongs to developed countries.

2.1.2. Chemical fertilizer usage

The fertilizer which are used to improve plant growth, more and qualified product and some features of soil like physical, chemical and biological structure cause to environmental pollution in case of excessive or wrong usage. Using high amounts of nitrogen fertilizer results to soil washing, contaminates to ground water, drinking water, stream and sea nonetheless it increases nitrogen amount. This also affects the water organisms and when that kind of waters used to somewhere they break the natural balance of environment. Additionally the lettuce and spinach that are grown in the high amount nitrogen applied soils accumulate NO\(_2\) and NO\(_3\) and some carcinogetic substances like nitrosamine. Drinking waters shouldn’t contain more than 20 ppm nitrate. For this purpose many European countries makes limitation to nitrogen fertilizer usage in ground water conservation regions. Unconscious using of phosphorus fertilizers also breaks natural balance due to increasing phosphate value in water. Excess micronutrient elements in soil are much more important than nitrogen, phosphorus and it is harmful to the domestic plants.
2.1.3. Irrigation

Irrigation has big importance to high agricultural yield and quality in arid and semi-arid regions. Wrong irrigations cause to environment problems. Rising of ground water, salinity, fertilizers and chemical additives residues go to deep with irrigation water, trace elements collect in water sources and cause to soil erosion and these kinds of waters make disease and harmful on the whole living organisms so this type of waters are a very important environment problem. Also excessive irrigation as a purpose of agricultural production leads to soil salinity and desertification [15]. It can be said, as agricultural policies affect land use, they have effects on the amount of soil erosion in agricultural regions through changes of the economic conditions of agricultural production [16].

2.1.4. Soil tillage

Wrong soil tillage with regards of without any concern field location, soil structure and climate conditions cause to soil moving with rain in other words cause erosion. This situation not only cause to inefficient soils, it also pollutes streams and fills up dams with soil etc. serious environment problems. Cultivation of natural ecosystems has led to marked decline in soil C storage, such that conservation agricultural practices are widely recommended as options to increase soil C storage, thereby mitigating climate change [17].

2.1.5. Rotation

Bioenergy crops play an ecologically and economically fundamental role as an alternative to agri-food productions and as renewable energy sources. Little attention has been focused on soil quality following conversion of agricultural lands to biomass crops [18]. Agricultural applications which are without rotation due to lack of knowledge or economical reasons entail to one-way consumption of soil plant nutrition elements, decrease to soil fertility, degradation, increasing of disease and harms in the soil and it also cause to erosion.

2.1.6. Plant hormone usage

Plant hormone term means that some organic substances that created by plants and can be effective even very low intensity, and they moved in plant for growing and development also they increase the yield. Using of plant hormone is harmless in case of appropriate dosage and time, but the same hormone could make toxic effect if it used careless. The most used hormone is 2.4-D. The amount of this hormone shows difference country to another. As an example Sweden doesn’t give permission any residue of 2.4-D, Germany allowed 2.0 ppm in citrus species and 0.1 ppm for other products.

2.1.7. Stubble burning

As intensive agricultural technical common, the yield per area also increased. With regards of increased product, total stem and hay value also has increased, but stem and hay using area decreased rapidly. This situation made faster to stubble burning at developed countries. For elimination of stem, hay and especially secondary product applied agricultural areas; stubble is burned to prepare seed sowing. But it is clear that stubble burning cause to very important environment problems. It cause to wind and water erosion, product lose when it made uncontrolled applications, breaks the natural vegetation and makes the soil unfertile by destroying vitality on the top side of soil. For these harms on the environment, stubble burning prohibited with laws in many countries.

2.1.8. Animal wastes

Animal production has caused many changes in kinds of industry sectors. These changes put forth a large scale of concerns about the impacts of animal wastes on environment. In great business’ animal husbandry especially poultries cause to negative effects on environment because of manure, urine, animal and animal products processing wastes. These organic wastes contaminate to soil and stream beside dust, gas and smell effects on environment [19]. Animal wastes play an important role in environmental pollution [20].

2.2. Positive effects of agricultural applications
As agriculture has negative effects on environment it also has positive effects. For instance some regions that have commonly agricultural applications have various favorable environmental effects kind of natural life, oxygen production and climate depending on regions and ecology. As example although fertilizing has negative effects on air, it has indirect positive effects. In the fertilized fields, O₂ is consisted by photosynthesis so it increases amount of O₂ in atmosphere. So cereal production areas constitute 12 ton oxygen in per 1 ha area. Oxygen production in agricultural area is more than forests and empty areas. In these areas, the poison of the air decreases depending on CO₂ reception.

3. Results and Suggestions

Modern agricultural practices use many kinds of chemicals such as fertilizers, pesticides, cleaners, crop preservatives to produce and keeping large amount of high-quality food. But every single of these chemicals has dangerous and unforeseen side-effects as like toxicity to non target organisms which causes to ecological imbalance [21]. As described on the top, wrong agricultural practices cause to environment pollution in important dimensions. In other words, agricultural technical especially modern technical could make environment pollution in the event unless human would sensitive. For this reason humanity developed a new perspective to decrease the negative effects of agriculture. Sustainable agriculture which is a new agricultural technique seems environmentally friendly and it is supported by developed countries. Environmentally friendly agriculture has three common applications. These are good agricultural practices, organic agriculture and precision agriculture. Also rotation, sowing of legumes that able to nitrogen fixation and fallowing reduce the negative effect of agriculture on climate change. We suppose to make many researches about the agricultural practices which are featured by sustainability and ecologically friendly methods.

As we know, water and air are the abandonment sources of agriculture and all vital activities. Environment that comprised by unpolluted air, water, soil, far from noise and other dirtiness, clean, beautiful, green and healthy is the biggest demand of present day human and guarantee of future.
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